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ACHINE FOUNDATION DESIGN

Time : 3 l{ours Total Marks : 100

Note :- Attempt all questions. All questions carry equal marks.

l. Attemptany two parts ofthe following : (10.x2=20)

(a) Derive general equation of motion for an undamped force

vibration of a single degrce of freedom system.

(b) Explain the response of an SDOF system subjected to

Harmonic excitation in the form of a Sine wave.

A weight of 13.8 N is vertically suspended on a steel

wire of length I 25 cm and cross sectional area 6. 5 x 1 F3 cm2.

Determine the frequency of free vibrations of the weight.

If modulus of elasticity of steel is 2.12 x 105 N/mm2.

Determine the amplitude of this, vjbration if the initial

displacement is 0.025 cm and. initial velocity is

2.50 cm/sec.

(c) A system is modelled by two freely vibrating masses mr

and m, interconnected by a sprirrg and a damper element

as shown in Fig. l(a). Determine for this system, the
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differential equation of motion in terms ofthe relative motion

of the masses, F = y2 - y1.

2. Attempt any two parts of the following : (10x2=20),__

(a) Classif different types ofmachine foundations according

to the permissible value of their amplitudes suggested by

Indian Standard code method.

(b) How will you detertnine the rnachine foundation natural

frequencies by Ford and Haddow's method ?

(c) Outline the Barken method for finding natural frequency.

A F'oundation block of weight 30 k}.tr rest on a soil for which

the stiffness may be assurned as 25000 kN/m.

The machine is vibrated vertically by an ex-citing force of

3.0 sin (30t) kN. Find the natural frequency, natural period,

natural circular frequency and the amplitude of vertical 
_

displacement. The damping factor is 0.50. \<

3. Asempt any two parts ofthe following : (10x2=20)

(a) Write the name of the various geophysical methods to

determine the various dynamic soil properties. Explain cyclic

plate load test as per IS : 5249-1992. Explain the proceduie

to determine the coefficient of uniform elastic compression.
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(b) Explain the cross-bore wave propagation rnethod of
, estimatingdynamicpropertiesofsoil. Foratorsional elastic

wave in a rod of infinite length, derive the torsional wave

propagation velocity given by V'?, 
= 

(G/p)%.

(c) The following data refers to a bloek vibration test. Obtain

the value of coefficient of uniform elastic cornpression of

the soil. Estimate the spripg constant of the system.

Weight ofm achrne = 22.50 kN, weight of oscillator = 300 N

and size of foundation block is 2.50 m x 3.00 m x 2.00 m

heig[rt

Determinsthe value ofdampingratio ard manimum amplitude.

What is the prospectofresonance, ifthe operating frequency

ofthe oscillator is 600 rpm ?

4. Attempt any two parts of the following : {10x2=2{}}

(a) Explain the methods of vibration isolation with respect to

thefollowing:

(r) Counter balancing the exciting loads

L (iD Stabilisationofsoils

(iii) Use of structural measures

. (iv) Isolationbytrenchbarriers.

(b) Describe criteria for a satisfactory machine foundation.

Also explain the methods of decreasing vibrations of
exciting foundations.
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AnplEude (nrn) 0.065 0.095 0.15( 0.380 0.430 0.375 0.320 4.2?0



(c) What do you understand by active isolation and passive
isolation ? Discuss the different properties of materiar and
media used for vibration isblation.

5. Attempt any two parts ofthe following : (10x2=20)

(a) List the basic differences in analyzing a reciprocating
machine foundation bythe two approach". nur"ly; linear
weightless spring-mass system and elastic half- space
theory. .-:..

O) Draw the models for analysis of rotary type manhinei"
according to I.S. code. What are their limitations ?

(c) write the reinforcement and construction details of different
types of machine foundations" Explain the suitability of
various machine ioundations fo. ifr" different ,r; ";machines.
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